JFK RESOURCES -

GOOGLE these. . .

YouTube – Black Op Radio – 50 Reasons for 50 Years – Episode 49 is the latest

(50 separate episodes 6 to 15 min. long) YouTube

Eisenhower Farewell Address – January 17, 1961 - YouTube

JFK Secrecy Speech to the Press – American Newspaper Publishers Speech – YouTube –
also read full text

Michael Parenti JFK- The Gangster Nature of the State – YouTube


JFK – Movie – Oliver Stone DVD

Virtual JFK – Vietnam if JFK had lived DVD

Books – Reading List

Accessories After the Fact

Rush to Judgment

History Will Not Absolve Us

Destiny Betrayed (2nd Edition)

High Treason

Dirty Truths – Michael Parenti

JFK and the Unspeakable: Why He Died and Why It Matters

Last Word: My Indictment of the CIA in the Murder of JFK

They Killed Our President
TERMS TO LEARN - Google them on Wikipedia for a simple starting point -

OPERATION NORTHWOODS
OPERATION PAPERCLIP
OPERATION MOCKINGBIRD
COINTELPRO
ALPHA 66
JM/WAVE
OPERATION MONGOOSE
MKULTRA
The Church Committee
False Defector Program
Limited hangout
Cut out (CIA term, spying)
D.R.E. – Cuba  Directorio Revolucionario Estudiantil (DRE), Cuban Student Directorate
George Joannides [Jefferson Morley]  Career Medal
CAMTEX – (FBI)

FNMM Website with Links
JFKfacts.org  Jefferson Morley-Washington Post

Jurors – and the Warren Commission Report –

Premise – Who Killed JFK and Why

Zapruder and other films; Orville Nix; Mooreman; Muchmore

Oswald (two Oswald's?)

History and Associations

Rifle – Manlicher-Carcano

Bullets Fired
Limousine

Autopsy

   Secret Service - Motorcade Arrangement

   FBI

   CIA

   Military Intelligence

JD Tippit

Ruby

Dealy Plaza and Local Hangouts in Dallas

Mafia and Cubans

Unnatural Deaths

Warren Commission

Dis-Information and Limited Hangouts

Contradictions